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Police Searching for Third Suspect Connected to
Shooting
Baton Rouge police say they have two of the three teenagers suspected of
killing Mayor Kip Holden's neighbor. The man killed was long-time Southern
University employee, Henry Belaire.
They're still looking for one more teenager in that crime.
Police have squads out looking for the final suspect they think was involved in
the murder of Henry Bellaire. They're hoping this last suspect turns himself in.
The suspects are young, and one mother is still in disbelief.
Henry Bellaire

Binnie Davis says, "You know, just doing regular things, like a normal boy would
do, but murder? No, no..."
Tedrick Davis is in police custody, booked with first-degree murder for the
shooting of Henry Bellaire. Bellaire was a long-time employee at Southern
University and the mayor's neighbor.
Davis's mom, Binnie Davis says her son was just caught in the wrong place.
Davis says, "He didn't stay around to see who shot who or who had what. He
left. He says he left, and I believe him."

Jauve Collins

Anthony Davis, Tedrick's brother, says, "I got love for my brother. I don't really
think my brother would do something like that."
18-year-old Jonathan Dunn was arrested Thursday. He lives on Flicker Street,
just seven blocks from where Mr. Bellaire was gunned-down.
The third suspect, Jauve Collins, is still on the run. At this point, police think
Collins is the one who shot Bellaire, but they say they don't know for sure.
Tedrick Davis's family and pregnant girlfriend say he's a good man. But Davis's
lawyer says what he's accused of is a serious offense.

Tedrick Davis

Attorney Clifton Ivey says, "Should bond be set, I would assume it would be
prohibitively high. So, I believe he will remain in parish prison."
If you can help police find Jauve Collins or if you have any information on the
murder of Henry Bellaire, call Crime Stoppers at 344-STOP.
Bellaire's funeral mass will be at noon on March 5th at Sacred Heart Catholic
Church. Visitation will be at the church from 9:00am until the time of service.
The burial will follow at Green Oaks Memorial Park.

Jonathan Dunn

Reporter: Caroline Moses, WAFB 9NEWS
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